Written texts play a major role in the work of English language teachers, and it is obviously important to consider how we select those texts, what difficulties students might encounter with them, and how those difficulties might be surmounted. But what is it that makes a text difficult? These days there are tools available to any teacher with access to Microsoft Word and the Internet, which can provide instant data about texts. These include software which provides detailed analysis of texts based on frequency lists. In this survey, five texts are analysed using these tools. The data is compared with comments provided by a sample of teachers and students concerning the same texts. The study concludes with some suggestions as to how teachers might go about text selection, and how approaches to teaching both reading and writing in the language classroom might be further informed by the insights that emerge.
Introduction
In presenting the case for the use of frequency lists in language learning, Cobb (2002) states that the most frequent 1,000 word families make up 72 per cent of all text, and the most frequent 2,000 words make up 79.7 per cent. Knowledge of these word families is therefore a powerful tool for increasing text comprehension at relative speed. However, this is not necessarily sufficient for a reader to cope with authentic text. Cobb (ibid.) quotes research indicating that for reading to be reliably successful, and to support further vocabulary acquisition, at least 95 per cent of text tokens should already be 'known'.
The gap between the 95 per cent target, and the 2000 word plateau can be addressed, Cobb (ibid.) suggests, either by continuing down frequency lists, or through the use of more specialized lists such as the Academic Word List (Coxhead 2000) which consists of 570 additional word families most commonly found in academic text. The new combined list of 2,570 words, according to Cobb, would then enable a reader of academic text to recognize about 90 per cent of the tokens in an average academic text. Cobb's Vocabulary Profiler, which he has generously and freely made available on the world-wide web, analyses texts according to these lists, and can tell us exactly what the proportions of General Service List (GSL), Academic Word List (AWL), and 'off-list' tokens in a text are. Theoretically, we could then predict how an idealized learner taught according to these lists would be able to cope with a particular text.
Microsoft Word also has a number of text analysis features, including a tool that calculates the average number of words per sentence in a text. Other features on Word include the Flesch Reading Ease Scale (primarily directed towards L1 reading development) and a statistical analysis of passive usage in a text. Word's recognition of passives though seems to be limited to the classic formula of 'to be' + past participle. Reduced and adjectival passives are not detected, which severely limits the use of the tool.
However, one problem with such tools concerns the surface nature of the analysis. If we take the string 'House party was written by car which gave ill', the Flesch scale gives it a high reading ease score, whilst the Vocabulary Profiler tells us that all the words contained are within the most common 1,000 words in English.
These tools cannot for obvious reasons take into account the cognitive skills, and the background and cultural knowledge of individual readers, or those features which combine to make a text coherent and cohesive, such as reference words and discourse markers. In our survey therefore, we also made use of a panel of ten readers in order to provide some depth to the study and provide some further clues as to how powerfully the technologies were acting as predictors of likely text difficulty.
Aims of the survey
The aims of our survey were not to expose deficiencies in these technologies. Rather, we wanted to see how they could assist us maximally as practising teachers.
The texts
The five texts chosen were as follows: The factors that made a text easier were identified as: brevity; sub-headings; organization; simple vocabulary, explanations and structures; short sentences; interesting topic; familiar topic.
The factors that made a text more difficult were identified as: unknown words; specialized words; complex words; acronyms; idioms; unfamiliar topic; poor organization; culture specificity; structural complexity; boring; intra-textual dependency (i.e. failure to understand one part will lead to failure to understand the other parts).
Broadly speaking, most comments were related to the vocabulary of the texts, followed by the role of background or cultural knowledge. The issue of motivation also arose, with texts becoming apparently harder to follow the less interesting they became. There was also a suggestion that the less readers engaged with a text, the more they projected onto it flaws and complexities that were not particularly evident on more detailed analysis. The one comment made about passives making a text difficult was referred to the text that in fact had the second lowest frequency of passives.
Thus, while reader intuitions are certainly valuable, they also need to be treated with caution, and if possible matched against more objective data. Having said this, the correlation between the readers' perception of difficulty and the average number of words per sentence was quite high, suggesting that the raw average of number of words per sentence may be quite a good indicator in an L2 context of likely text difficulty.
Vocabulary Profiler results
If a text is fed 'raw' through the Vocabulary Profiler, proper nouns will fall into the 'off-list' category. However, the programme allows the user to reclassify items as high frequency, if, for example, we feel that Kilroy, Zoo, etc. are perfectly comprehensible to our students. Where proper nouns seemed perfectly clear therefore, we reclassified them as high frequency, and only then conducted our first VP analysis of the texts. The percentile results are given below (ranked order in brackets): The VP output yields much of what we might expect, for example the high frequency of academic words in the abstract. Yet in no instance, do we see a text surmount the critical 95 per cent barrier. We should also note the relativistic nature of the enterprise. Zoo is lexically the most accessible text to a GSL 1-2000 learner, but not to a GSL 1-2000 + AWL learner. In this case the extra 570 word families have not availed the learner at all, as none of them occur.
Concerning the abstract, the familiarity of the genre and the high frequency of academic words may have been one factor that led two readers to claim that this was in fact the second easiest text. Still though, there were anomalies. The percentage differences between Kilroy, and Zoo, did not seem very marked; Cricket became the hardest text of all for an 'AWL reader', and Wine seemed determined to remain easier than Zoo.
Perhaps the conclusion very simply was that the readability of a text is based on a combination of factors, which include both lexical and structural complexity. The VP tells us about the former, the average words per sentence tool is a good indicator of the latter. Use them in tandem, and you will get a fairly broad overview of text difficulty.
Knowing and understanding
But to what extent is the knowledge of a percentage of individual tokens in a text a reasonably accurate indicator of a reader's ability to comprehend text as a whole? The first point is obvious: knowledge of the parts does not logically necessitate an understanding of the whole, which requires a further depth of knowledge concerning inter-relatedness.
Secondly, knowledge of words, is itself a relative proposition, involving knowledge of forms, secondary meanings, idiomatic and metaphorical uses, common collocates, synonyms, antonyms, and so on. Lexical knowledge is in this sense hard to pin down precisely. Cobb does not evade this issue. Knowing the most frequent 2000 words, he states, means knowing the 'headwords and their main inflections and derivations' (op. cit.). Thornbury meanwhile defines knowing a word as 'knowing the words commonly associated with it (its collocations) as well as its connotations, including its register and its cultural accretions ' (2002: 1) , suggesting a further level of sophistication. What is hard to evade then is the conclusion that knowing a word means knowing other words; a learner who had truly mastered, say the 2000 words of the GSL, would, by definition, have to know many more words than this.
Measuring the knowledgecomprehension gap
Assessing the likely relationship between a surface knowledge of text tokens and overall comprehension of a text is perhaps a somewhat subjective exercise. However, in this survey, we attempted to do precisely this, using the VP and subjecting our texts to a series of textual manipulations, which we called 'filters'.
Referential item filter
Vocabulary Profiler automatically counts tokens. In this regard, referential items, such as 'he' are tabulated as frequent tokens that will be 'known' to a student with knowledge of the most frequent one thousand words.
However, it seemed illogical to presume that because readers know the function of 'it' or 'one' that their comprehension is facilitated, regardless of whether they know the meaning of what is being referred to. Therefore the reference words in each text were replaced by the words or phrases to which they referred. For example:
Original: The bowler runs up to the pitch where he bowls the ball Modified: The bowler runs up to the pitch pitch bowler bowls the ball Instances of ellipsis and substitution were similarly treated. Where these turned out to be proper nouns, they again had the proper noun filter applied to them. And then the reconstituted texts were run through the Vocabulary Profiler once more.
It should be noted that we have made the generous assumption here that the reader has been successfully able to extrapolate what each reference item is actually referring to. This said, the process trimmed an average of 1.01 per cent off the VP profile results.
Multi-word unit filter
Wordlists, as long as they function on an item by item basis, do not isolate multi-word items. The Vocabulary Profiler accounts for the word 'look' and the word 'after', but individually. The combination 'look after', meaning 'care for' does not emerge.
Therefore the texts were now re-analysed for multi-word units. Lexical phrases like 'look after', 'as a matter of fact', 'came within a whisker' were conjoined to ensure they went into the off-list category, and prepositions or particles that seemed to belong grammatically to a specific lexical item, for example, 'accused of ', 'define as' were removed from the texts entirely. This took a further 1.83 per cent off the profiles.
Article filter
Articles were also analysed to see whether they carried any compelling semantic or referential weight. An average 1.52 per cent decrease resulted in the subsequent VP analysis.
Auxiliary filter
Auxiliary verbs presented a similar case, so again in cases we deemed their use to be unmarked, we removed them. The impact of this was a further 1.23 per cent drop.
Function word filter
Through these processes a great many of what Cobb calls 'functors' had disappeared from the texts. Indeed one alternative would have been to remove them all in one operation. We chose though to adopt a principle of semantic import, and remove for example, an infinitive 'to', but retain a locative preposition like 'at', where it could easily be substituted by, say, 'near'. Lindstromberg also supports the view that prepositions are not always 'delexicalized', and that a preposition can change the meaning of a whole phrase (2003: 10). The average attrition rate on the newly constituted texts was in this case 1.77 per cent.
In order to give the reader an illustration of how these filters worked in practice, here is one extract from the Zoo text in the original, and modified through the filtering process:
Original: Have you got a pet? You can learn how to look after it at the Pet Care Centre.
Modified: you got pet? You can learn how lookafter pet at Pet Care Centre.
Secondary, metaphorical, and cultural meaning filter Many words have multiple meanings ('bow', 'row', etc,), and as observed by Harlech-Jones (1983: 64) , such polysemantic items will appear where they do on frequency lists as a result of this orthographic coincidence. When assessing text, it is hard to be sure how far a student's knowledge of these multiple meanings would apply. It would be hard to know also, whether a student would be able to uncover secondary and metaphorical applications of lexical items, and of course, the entire issue of background and culturally bound knowledge needs to be addressed. Would our students, for example, be able to make any sense of the notion of a 'UK Independence Party', purely from their knowledge of the constituent tokens?
The texts were scanned for these features, and any items that it was felt might potentially pose comprehension difficulties were conjoined, or marked, to ensure they went in to the off-list category. The VP revealed a further average drop of 2.50 per cent in the ratings.
Summary of results
By the time these negatively-acting filters had all been applied, the Vocabulary Profiler was now yielding the following results (bolded-the original results are above, unbolded, for ease of reference): The following provisional hypothesis had now emerged: the output offered by VP on an individual text, cannot be equated as a marker of its overall comprehensibility. According to the level, background and cultural knowledge of the learner, and the length and level of the text, comprehension of a given text may be anything between 5 and 20 per cent lower than a raw profile will indicate. The longer and more complex the text, the higher the differential is likely to be.
Positive filters
However, there are also textual and lexical features within text that may increase understanding. Some texts for example employ a great deal of intratextual definition, in which the terms used are explicated in some way. The text on cricket, for example, was rich in definitions, and, similarly, the popular science article, as the following examples illustrate:
The stumps are three sticks of equal size measuring around 90 centimetres tall with 5 centimetres separating them. Bails (small pieces of wood) are balanced on top of the stumps.
They say natural chemicals found in red wine appear to protect against blocked blood passages. The chemical substances are called polyphenols. They come from the outer covering of grapes.
On the other hand, the academic abstract, and the Guardian article both seem to assume an 'educated' reader. For example, in the former 'NGOs' is never even given in its full form, and in the latter, you are clearly expected to know who or what the 'Tories' are.
Scanning these texts again, we now decided to filter clearly defined lexis into high-frequency status.
As we happen to teach Turkish students mainly, we also scanned the texts for cognates, words and meanings that students would be able to recognize from their own language, for example, English: 'aquarium', Turkish: 'akvaryum'.
The table below shows the adjusted profiles once these allowances had been made. The average impact on the texts was a 4.5 per cent increase in tokens understood. We were now in a position to readjust the hypothesis: VP statistics, when analysed in terms of textual factors that may impede comprehension of a text, and factors that may facilitate comprehension of a text, probably indicate a level of comprehension between 1 per cent and 10 per cent lower than indicated by VP outputs. The longer and more structurally complex texts become, the more marked the discrepancies are likely to become.
Types and tokens
One final operation that we had not yet conducted concerned the composition of the residues. Fifteen per cent of a given text may be off-list, but how many unknown items does this equal? This will depend obviously on the length of the text, and the number of repetitions of individual items. The longer the text, the more words it is likely to contain, and the more difficult it may become. The greater the repetition meanwhile, the more acquired knowledge of individual items will positively affect comprehension.
We therefore decided to employ an 'imaginary teacher', to 'teach' six unknown headwords in advance of introducing students to our texts. These headwords were selected on the basis of frequency of use in the individual texts.
This done, and the six headwords 'taught', and assigned to the highfrequency category, the texts went into the VP for the last time. The average impact of this 'teaching' process was a substantial increase of 7.49 per cent in token knowledge, and provided us with the following assessment of 'teachability': 
Conclusions: implications for teachers
We conclude now with the main implications that emerged from the study.
Text selection
Text selection requires a triangulated methodology. The average words per sentence tool gives us a measure of structural complexity, and seems in most cases to be a not wildly inaccurate predictor of lexical complexity. This, however, is merely an empirical observation based on five texts, not a scientific truth concerning text in general.
Ultimately, only individual teachers who know their students' linguistic levels, will be able to make judgements concerning the likely difficulty of a particular text. They may do this intuitively, but by using tools like the Vocabulary Profiler, it is also possible to extrapolate statistical data to match against those intuitions, once various filtering operations are performed. Where texts are not long, this is not a very time-consuming process, and enables us not only to get an approximate idea of not only whether the text is suitable for a particular level in the first place, but also what elements in the text can most usefully be focused upon and at which point in the teachinglearning process.
Vocabulary and reading
Frequency lists are so powerful that there is a temptation to focus exclusively in our teaching on the GSL and AWL. However, it is suggested here that one of the most helpful approaches a teacher can adopt when teaching reading is to pre-teach a limited number of the most frequently occurring unknown words in the target text. This, as we have seen, can have an enormous effect on capacity to comprehend the text as a whole. This is vocabulary teaching for textual understanding and exploitation in the short term, and is intended to drive students before they embark on a text as close as possible to the 95 per cent threshold that Cobb has suggested. This will then facilitate the development of 'text attack' skills such as inferring meaning from context, since the students now have sufficient context to enable them to make such inferences. Developing alertness to inter-lingual clues in text (remembering that they are not always immediately obvious, and that cognates, as amongst others has pointed out, may mislead as well as elucidate), and definitional language are two more features that could be usefully focused upon. Referencing activities also are highly lexical in nature, and the skill in locating what is being referred to-in tandem with what it means-remains a useful activity, as long as it takes place at a high enough level of cognitive challenge.
In a subsequent post-reading phase, one may then move to the isolation of GSL and AWL words that either appear in the text, or naturally derive from the text. The further exploration and assimilation of these words would then constitute vocabulary teaching for textual understanding in the long term.
Frequency lists
The complexities and richness of lexis suggest strongly that designing programmes on the basis of a trawl through the most frequent words of English starting at beginner level may be a strategy that needs some further investigation. Headwords with their derivations, inflections, secondary meanings, collocations, and so on, can probably only be fully assimilated by learners at more advanced levels. This question of breadth versus depth of coverage is at any rate certainly one for syllabus designers to consider.
The statistics also seem to indicate that knowledge of the 2000 GSL, and the AWL, is not sufficient for advanced study. There may be no alternative but to expand such lists, and continue to work our way through them. Indeed, McCarthy (2003: 14) states that a learner 'ready to embark' on an advanced level programme needs to have 'a working, receptive vocabulary of 6,000 words', though as we have already seen, acquisition of a relatively few additional items can have a marked effect on the understanding of a particular text. Training students in strategic rather than mechanical use of a good dictionary is therefore also strongly recommended.
A further paradox that might need to be addressed is that the most frequent words are those most likely to be acquired in the normal course of events, without conscious attention. An extended pedagogical focus on these items will somehow need to be balanced against the fact that it is the less frequent words that are harder to acquire, and that there therefore may be a strong argument for the extended classroom attention to focus lower down the lists rather than higher; otherwise, ironically, we may just find that by concentrating too religiously on high-frequency words we are hampering rather than facilitating vocabulary acquisition.
Teaching writing
The deconstruction of texts that we have engaged in also provides a fertile resource for the teaching of writing. One pointer our analysis provided us with was how strong a determinant on comprehension a writer's sense of audience is. Sensitivity to audience, and of when or when not to define terms for the reader is a key skill. Reconstructing texts with regard to cohesive devices, articles, and other function words, may again be a useful mechanism for improving the ability to produce fluent and cohesive text.
The Vocabulary Profiler meanwhile has been demonstrated by Morris and Cobb (2004) to be a potentially very useful assessment tool. The use of the tool need by no means be restricted to summative evaluation though. It can be imported into the classroom as a device through which students work on developing the sophistication of their writing towards the levels suggested by VP analyses of authentic texts from the required fields and genres. Work in this area would already seem to be taking place (e.g. Muncie (2002) who explores the implications of lexical frequency for process writing), and it would perhaps be useful to explore methods of productively raising sentence length to standard average levels as well. Some suggestions are also offered by Goodfellow et al. (2002: 142) regarding the use of word frequency analysis results in giving feedback to students' written work. Laufer and Nation cited in Goodfellow et al. (2002: 136) meanwhile state that the higher the number of low frequency words used in writing, the richer a learner's vocabulary is, which would seem to be at least partially in tune with the suggestion above that the absence of items from frequency lists should not be a signal for dismissing them from the vocabulary syllabus. Indeed, as we have already argued, 'knowing a word' necessitates knowing other words, and it is the delicate use of such textual elements as synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms, and meronyms that build up lexical cohesion within a text and help the writer avoid repetition. What the advanced writer may therefore need are frequency lists that are based not merely on token counts, but on semantic field as well. Such lists could also usefully incorporate lexical phrases. Single-item frequency, accordingly, cannot be the only determinant of when and where an item is introduced into the teaching and learning process.
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